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English text

This monograph offers a portrait of over a decade of work by international artist Andrea Galvani. It is a 
visual excavation into the rigorous research, scientific methodologies, and philosophical thought that un-
derscore his practice. With over 400 pages of color images, handmade drawings, archival materials, essays 
and interviews by critics and curators, including an introduction by Giorgio Verzotti, this publication shifts 
between artist book, scientific journal, and historical encyclopedia—systematically combining fragments 
gathered and synthesized through different stages of his creative process. Focusing on a selection of Galvani’s 
most notable and challenging projects, his practice is registered through studies, field notes, mathematical 
calculations, and intimate cartographies. Compiled through years of investigation and cross-disciplinary 
collaboration, this book depicts—for the first time—the intensive phases of planning and preparation, hours 
and exertions of physical and intellectual effort that constitute and define this artist’s pursuits.



To the Limit
Andrea Galvani follows the sun at the speed of sound by Rebecca Rose Cuomo

“Boundaries change position, 
accumulate power, produce energy. 
They can be political, geographical, 
or psychological – but often the most 
significant ones are invisible.” So says  
New York-based artist Andrea Galvani  
– whose complex repertoire of 
photography, video, drawing, sculpture, 
audio, installation and performance 
pushes across limits.
 Through site-specific intervention 
and cross-disciplinary collaboration, 
Galvani’s work coalesces around 
collective action. To produce The End 
(Action #1), part of The End Trilogy 

(2013–16), a multichannel video 
installation, the artist coordinated 
with local cameramen in over thirty 
locations across Central America 
to film the sunrise over the Atlantic 
Ocean. Discrepancies between 
atmospheric conditions on-site, 
sensitivities of recording technology, 
and the cameramen’s movements 
manifest a kaleidoscope of space and 
time, in which geopolitical borders 
lose meaning. Action #1 was conceived 
as a homage to Galileo Galilei, whose 
heliocentric model of the solar system 
originated modern astronomy; the 

videos were filmed simultaneously on 
the anniversary of his death. Projected 
upon architectural platforms and walls, 
Action #1 becomes a cosmic cinema. 
Live vocal performances at specific 
times during exhibitions transform the 
installation into an immersive theater 
of light and sound. Synchronized 
videos merge through simultaneous 
repetition and an extended horizon 
line – a boundary that serves to unify, 
not divide. 
 As opposed to an eternal sunrise, 
The End (Action #5), another work 
from the series, depicts a never-ending 
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sunset. Filmed from a military aircraft 
flying at supersonic speed against the 
direction of Earth’s rotation, Action #5 
suspends the sun in its descent above 
an oceanic horizon. “Movement negates 
movement,” Galvani describes, “the 
work is a paradox. Space is accelerated 
in order to stop time.” Screened from 
a gold MacBook atop a concrete 

plinth, the structural stillness of Action 
#5 contrasts with the video’s violent 
vibrations, the destabilized boundary 
between sea and sky. As a whole, the  
series is a monument to constant  
flux, memorializing and mobilizing  
the passage of transitory states.  
“The End rests upon the idea that  
boundaries are not points of separation, 
but of contact,” he says.
 This year at Frieze New York, the 
Deutsche Bank Wealth Management 
Lounge will present a unique selection 
of Galvani’s works including some that 
recently entered the bank's collection. 

Among these are several large-scale 
analogue photographs from the 
series Llevando una pepita de oro a la 
velocidad del sonido (‘Bringing a gold 
nugget to the speed of sound’, 2015), 
developed in conjunction with  
The End. Flying parallel to military 
jets, Galvani photographed the planes 
crossing the sound barrier, opening a 
visual door through the solid wall of 
sound. As Galvani says, “The only way 
to extend a limit is to cross it.”
—
Rebecca Rose Cuomo is a writer, 
curator and activist based in New York

Above 
Andrea Galvani, The End [Action #1], 2013–2015, 
installation view at Art in General 
Courtesy of the artist & Art in General, New York 
Photograph: © Charles Benton, 2015
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This autumn, an impressive line-up of immersive art installations will transform London’s exhibition spaces – and even one of its bridges.

Within an increasingly fragmented society, multimedia installations serve as ‘places for communal gatherings…where a melting of

knowledge and feelings occurs,’ says Pipilotti Rist, whose psychedelic work 4th Floor To Mildness will envelop visitors at Strange Days:

Memories of the Future, an exhibition at The Store X opening on 2 October. These multi-sensory shows promise to challenge and

enhance our world-view, proving the transcendental capacities of contemporary art.

We’ve picked out 11 London art installations not to miss this autumn.

Do Ho Suh installation, Sculpture in the City

Pipilotti Rist, ‘4th Floor To Mildness,’ 2016. © Pipilotti Rist. Courtesy the artist, Hauser & Wirth, and Luhring Augustine. Photography: Maris Hutchinson / EPW Studio
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11 entrancing London art installations to experience this autumn
Multi-sensory feats
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Elmgreen & Dragset, ‘Powerless structures’ and ‘Too Heavy’. Courtesy of the artists

Tania Bruguera, ‘Tatlin’s Whisper #5’ at Tate Modern, 2016. Photography: (c) Tate Photography

Another refurbished  relic, the  will host Space Shifters this autumn: a jam-packed show of 20 artists working with

principles of light and space. Including California minimalists like Larry Bell, alongside   and , as well as younger

artists like Alicja Kawade, the mix is perfectly suited to the rugged yet minimalist interiors of the gallery. 

Space Shifters runs from 26 September 2018 to 6 January 2019 at the , Southbank Centre, 337-338 Belvedere Rd, London

SE1 8XX

Elmgreen & Dragset at Whitechapel Gallery

Eternal provocateurs  will transform Whitechapel Gallery with their surreal, spatially-charged sculptural installations this

autumn. Best known for showstoppers like Prada Marfa and Death of a Collector, the duo have developed a new large-scale installation

that tackles the timely topic of civic space. It will appear alongside their typically expressive figurative sculptures at Whitechapel. 

‘Elmgreen & Dragset: This Is How We Bite Our Tongue’ runs from 27 September 2018 to 13 January 2019 at , 77-82

Whitechapel High St, London E1 7QX

Andrea Galvani at Frieze

 isn’t all white booths and big pound signs; Andrea Galvani’s new project, featured in Frieze’s experimental Focus section,

will be an oasis of deep thinking amid all the cacophony of the art fair. This London art installation is the result of intensive collaboration

with scientists, and reflects the artist’s interests in cosmology, invisibility, human consciousness, and (appropriately) chaos. 

Frieze London , NW1 4HA

Tania Bruguera, Hyundai Commission at Tate Modern

Yayoi Kusama, ‘Narcissus Garden, 1966’, installation at Kestnergesellschaft, Hannover 2013. Courtesy Ota Fine Arts, Tokyo/Singapore/Shanghai and Victoria Miro, London/Venice (c) Yayoi

Kusama. Photography: Ulrich Prigge

Brutalist Hayward Gallery

Yayoi Kusama Anish Kapoor

Hayward Gallery
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This year, the Cuban performance and installation artist Tania Bruguera will populate ‘s cavernous turbine hall for the annual

Hyundai Museum. With recent precedents including  to ‘s bobbing fish balloons, Bruguera—who is

known for her politically-engaged and activist approach—will add some critical weight to the commission. 

Tania Bruguera’s Hyundai Commission will run from 2 October 2018 to 24 February 2019 at  Bankside, SE1 9TG

Hannah Perry at Somerset House

Andrea Galvani, ‘Epílogo #17 (Study on Uranographic Machine)’, 2018. Courtesy: the artist and Revolver Galería, Lima

Tate Modern

Superflex’s giant swings Philippe Parreno

Tate Modern,

Hannah Perry is a rising star in the international art scene, producing immersive multimedia installations that respond to the anxieties of

the digital age. At , where the artist recently completed a residency, Perry will reveal a poetic and personal reflection on

emotional and mental health within our current age of hyper-connectivity. 

‘Hannah Perry: Gush’ runs from 3 October to 4 November 2018 at , Strand, WC2R 1LA

Pierre Huyghe at Serpentine Galleries

Hannah Perry, ‘Rage Fluids’ (Künstlerhaus, Halle für Kunst & Medien, Graz, 2018) (c) Markus Krottendorfer

Somerset House

Somerset House

Pierre Huyghe,Courtesy of the artist and Serpentine Galleries; (c) Kamitani Lab / Kyoto University and ATR
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Hannah Perry, ‘Rage Fluids’ (Künstlerhaus, Halle für Kunst & Medien, Graz, 2018) (c) Markus Krottendorfer

Somerset House

Somerset House

Pierre Huyghe,Courtesy of the artist and Serpentine Galleries; (c) Kamitani Lab / Kyoto University and ATR

The French artist will transform the  into an engineered ecosystem of alternative forms of intelligence and

consciousness. Blurring biological processes, psychology, and reproductive science, Huyghe’s immersive  is a must-see. 

Pierre Huyghe’s exhibition runs from 3 October 2018 to 10 February 2019 at the , Kensington Gardens, W2 3XA

Lawrence Abu Hamdan at Chisenhale Gallery

With Earwitness Theatre (2018), Hamdan digs deeper into what the artist refers to as ‘the politics of listening’—or the degree to which

which human rights are being heard while certain voices remain silenced. For his solo exhibition at Chisenhale Gallery, Hamdan has

produced two installations reflecting upon the spatial and psychological components of listening. 

‘Lawrence Abu Hamdan: Earwitness Theatre,’ runs until 9 December 2018 at , 64 Chisenhale Road, E3 5QZ

Mika Rottenberg at Goldsmiths CCA

 Serpentine Galleries

London exhibition

Serpentine Galleries

Lawrence Abu Hamdan, ‘Earwitness Inventory’ (2018). Commissioned and produced by Chisenhale Gallery, London in partnership with: Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art,

Rotterdam; Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis; and Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane. Courtesy of the artist. Photography: Andy Keate.

Chisenhale Gallery

Goldsmiths Centre for Contemporary Art is a tapestry of old and new
Watch later Share
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IN PRIMO PIANO

Andrea 
Galvani
l’immagine è quel che si spegne, 
si consuma, è una caduta

Luca Panaro

LucA PAnAro: Mi piacerebbe partire da uno dei 
tuoi lavori storici, tra i più pubblicati e conosciu-
ti a livello internazionale, la morte di un’im-
magine, presentato al Whitney Museum già nel 
lontano 2006. In quella serie fotografica il pae-
saggio o i soggetti venivano da te in parte “censu-
rati” da un proliferare geometrico e strutturato di 
oggetti o riflessi di luce, che sembravano aprire 
dei veri e propri buchi visivi nello spazio. Che 
cosa ti ha spinto a sviluppare questa serie?
Andrea Galvani: La morte di un’immagine è 
stato per me il tentativo di varcare un limite, 
la disperata necessità di cancellare per poter 
ricostruire. gli oggetti, collocati all’interno 
dello spazio di ripresa secondo precise gerar-
chie prospettiche, generavano la loro stessa 
assenza, aprendo delle pause nel paesaggio, 
occultandolo, trasfigurando i soggetti. si 
tratta di sottrazioni di volumi, reiterate nello 
spazio. Violenze calibrate che innescano un 
meccanismo di riapertura della percezione 
delle immagini. questa serie è di fatto la do-
cumentazione fotografica di interventi fisici, 
sovrastrutture leggere costruite con materiali 
precari, come palloncini, materiali esplosi, 

fili di nylon o cordami utilizzati per produrre 
un’interferenza precisa che sdoppia l’epicen-
tro visivo e lo estende. desideravo allora riav-
vicinarmi alla terra, rientrarne in possesso. i 
primi lavori sono nati sui luoghi in cui mi sono 
accampato per settimane e si sono costituiti in 
un lento processo di immersione e ricostruzio-
ne dello spazio che circondava fisicamente il 
mio sguardo. il rapporto con l’esperienza, il 
rischio, i fenomeni atmosferici, le limitazioni 
fisiche dei mezzi, nonché del luogo sul quale 
lavoro, sono da sempre fattori decisivi per lo 
sviluppo dei miei progetti. 

LP: In molti dei tuoi lavori la natura sembra 
partecipare a una trasformazione alchemica, 
come se il luogo venisse modificato fisicamente 
dalle tue azioni, che si depositano a volte sotto 
forma di aggregazioni biologiche o esplosioni di 
luce, linee o geometrie. Il tuo modo di operare 
in questi anni ha a mio avviso ridisegnato un 
genere, quello del paesaggio, che soprattutto in 
Italia ha ricoperto un ruolo molto importante. 
Quali sono i luoghi che ancora meritano di es-
sere indagati?

AG: Forse prima di tutto bisognerebbe chie-
dersi: che cos’è un paesaggio? dove inizia e 
dove finisce un paesaggio? non c’è un luo-
go specifico che raccoglie il mio interesse. 
quello che cerco è una forma di neutralità 
produttiva, la stessa che in questi anni di la-
voro ho ritrovato nel cielo pallido e denso di 
alcuni tratti di campagna incolta, lungo i cri-
nali montuosi, nelle aree desertiche o dentro 
il buio della notte, ma sempre e soprattutto 
nelle metamorfosi di un luogo, qualunque 
esso sia, nell’energia fisica che lo attraversa. 
mi interessa tutto ciò che contiene e al tem-
po stesso disperde la propulsione emotiva che 
un luogo esercita. più che di paesaggio quindi 
parlerei di un organismo vivente che respira, 
vive e si trasforma su un doppio registro. da 
un lato la sua lentezza è struggente e invisibile 
come la metamorfosi di una pietra, dall’altro è 
violento e repentino come una bufera di neve 
che in poche ore modifica le caratteristiche 
di un territorio sino all’ultimo punto visibile 
dell’orizzonte.

LP: Parli del buio e della notte e non posso non 
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ANDREA GALVANI

Higgs Ocean #1, 2009. Stampa digitale, 98 x 128 cm. 
Courtesy Artericambi, Verona.
Nella pagina a fianco: Higgs Ocean #8, 2009/2010. Stam-
pa digitale, 75 x 116 cm. Courtesy Meulensteen Gallery 
New York; Artericambi, Verona. 

pensare a una tua fotografia in cui un gruppo di 
gatti viene colto da un flash. Per un istante un 
semplice fenomeno di riflessione di luce si tra-
sforma in una epifania visiva, una sorta di mira-
colo di coincidenze e simmetrie. �ome e dove � 
nata quest’immagine?
AG: Volevo riuscire a produrre una costella-
zione vivente e ho lavorato in modo ossessi-
vo per un intero biennio, scattando centinaia 
e centinaia di immagini nella più completa 
oscurità. �-� �� è il risultato di un feed-bac� 
di luce ottenuto dal rimbalzo violento, che un 
flash potenziato, produce sulle pupille dilatate 
di un colonia di una trentina di gatti, sorpresi 
nella notte in aperta campagna in un casolare 
nei dintorni di cremona. quest’immagine è 
certamente un cortocircuito di sguardi, davve-
ro un miracolo come lo definisci tu, fatto di 
ostinazione e di geometrie perfette almeno 
quanto instabili.

LP: L’immagine come traccia, come registrazio-
ne di azioni o fenomeni di brevissima durata � 
quindi evidentemente al centro della tua ricerca 
sino dagli esordi. La sua presenza oscilla tra tan-

gibile e intangibile e sembra portarci progressiva-
mente verso una dissoluzione totale del visibile. 
La scorsa primavera durante �rieze a �e� �or� 
hai presentato alla �ondazione �alder alcune 
sculture invisibili che il pubblico poteva solamen-
te percepire acusticamente. �n’estensione di que-
sto lavoro � attualmente presente alla �iennale di 
Pozna�, in Polonia. �i puoi raccontare come � 
nato e di cosa si costituisce questo progetto?
AG: ho costruito tre sculture: una sfera, un 
cubo e una piramide di misure e materiali dif-
ferenti e le ho poi issate al soffitto di un ca-
pannone in un istituto di ricerca in germania 
in cui alcuni biologi eseguono abitualmente 
esperimenti di carattere scientifico e compor-
tamentale con diverse razze di pipistrelli. mi 
interessava utilizzare la cecità di questi ani-
mali e il loro evolutissimo sistema di scansio-
ne acustica tridimensionale, in un mezzo per 
espandere le possibilità stesse del linguaggio 
della scultura. cos� come i delfini, i pipistrelli 
emettono ultrasuoni, bombardando lo spazio 
circostante durante i loro ciechi spostamenti. 
ho deciso quindi di esporre i tre solidi alle 
onde ultrasoniche da loro emesse per poter-

ne poi ricavare una scansione acustica. come 
oggetti di scena in un teatro vuoto, le sculture 
sono state sollevate in tempi differenti e la-
sciate interagire per più di �� ore con i pipi-
strelli costretti a evitarle durante i loro tragitti 
di volo. i segnali ultrasonici provenienti dal 
rimbalzo del volume delle sculture sono stati 
registrati e decodificati su una frequenza udi-
bile all’orecchio umano. �’audio traccia cos� 
prodotta ci restituisce quindi con estrema pre-
cisione le proprietà materiali degli oggetti, il 
loro ingombro e le loro posizioni nello spazio 
secondo angolazioni e prospettive differenti. 
all’interno di una stanza di ascolto, il pubbli-
co si trova fisicamente di fronte alle sculture e 
le ascolta espandersi nello spazio intorno a lui 
senza poterle né vedere né toccare.

LP: �el tuo recente progetto di higgs ocean 
�����-����� presentato alla scorsa �iennale 
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l’immagine è quel che si spegne, 
si consuma, è una caduta

Luca Panaro

LucA PAnAro: Mi piacerebbe partire da uno dei 
tuoi lavori storici, tra i più pubblicati e conosciu-
ti a livello internazionale, la morte di un’im-
magine, presentato al Whitney Museum già nel 
lontano 2006. In quella serie fotografica il pae-
saggio o i soggetti venivano da te in parte “censu-
rati” da un proliferare geometrico e strutturato di 
oggetti o riflessi di luce, che sembravano aprire 
dei veri e propri buchi visivi nello spazio. Che 
cosa ti ha spinto a sviluppare questa serie?
Andrea Galvani: La morte di un’immagine è 
stato per me il tentativo di varcare un limite, 
la disperata necessità di cancellare per poter 
ricostruire. gli oggetti, collocati all’interno 
dello spazio di ripresa secondo precise gerar-
chie prospettiche, generavano la loro stessa 
assenza, aprendo delle pause nel paesaggio, 
occultandolo, trasfigurando i soggetti. si 
tratta di sottrazioni di volumi, reiterate nello 
spazio. Violenze calibrate che innescano un 
meccanismo di riapertura della percezione 
delle immagini. questa serie è di fatto la do-
cumentazione fotografica di interventi fisici, 
sovrastrutture leggere costruite con materiali 
precari, come palloncini, materiali esplosi, 

fili di nylon o cordami utilizzati per produrre 
un’interferenza precisa che sdoppia l’epicen-
tro visivo e lo estende. desideravo allora riav-
vicinarmi alla terra, rientrarne in possesso. i 
primi lavori sono nati sui luoghi in cui mi sono 
accampato per settimane e si sono costituiti in 
un lento processo di immersione e ricostruzio-
ne dello spazio che circondava fisicamente il 
mio sguardo. il rapporto con l’esperienza, il 
rischio, i fenomeni atmosferici, le limitazioni 
fisiche dei mezzi, nonché del luogo sul quale 
lavoro, sono da sempre fattori decisivi per lo 
sviluppo dei miei progetti. 

LP: In molti dei tuoi lavori la natura sembra 
partecipare a una trasformazione alchemica, 
come se il luogo venisse modificato fisicamente 
dalle tue azioni, che si depositano a volte sotto 
forma di aggregazioni biologiche o esplosioni di 
luce, linee o geometrie. Il tuo modo di operare 
in questi anni ha a mio avviso ridisegnato un 
genere, quello del paesaggio, che soprattutto in 
Italia ha ricoperto un ruolo molto importante. 
Quali sono i luoghi che ancora meritano di es-
sere indagati?

AG: Forse prima di tutto bisognerebbe chie-
dersi: che cos’è un paesaggio? dove inizia e 
dove finisce un paesaggio? non c’è un luo-
go specifico che raccoglie il mio interesse. 
quello che cerco è una forma di neutralità 
produttiva, la stessa che in questi anni di la-
voro ho ritrovato nel cielo pallido e denso di 
alcuni tratti di campagna incolta, lungo i cri-
nali montuosi, nelle aree desertiche o dentro 
il buio della notte, ma sempre e soprattutto 
nelle metamorfosi di un luogo, qualunque 
esso sia, nell’energia fisica che lo attraversa. 
mi interessa tutto ciò che contiene e al tem-
po stesso disperde la propulsione emotiva che 
un luogo esercita. più che di paesaggio quindi 
parlerei di un organismo vivente che respira, 
vive e si trasforma su un doppio registro. da 
un lato la sua lentezza è struggente e invisibile 
come la metamorfosi di una pietra, dall’altro è 
violento e repentino come una bufera di neve 
che in poche ore modifica le caratteristiche 
di un territorio sino all’ultimo punto visibile 
dell’orizzonte.

LP: Parli del buio e della notte e non posso non 
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A few invisible sculptures #1, 2012. Stampa digitale, 
145 x 195 cm. Courtesy Meulensteen Gallery New York; 
Artericambi, Verona.

di Mosca, sembri estendere la tua attenzione 
all’intero pianeta terra, alla sua energia, alla 
profondit� dello spazio. �ai attraversato il fred-
do �ceano �rtico per settimane in una barca a 
vela per compiere un’azione unica, per certi versi 
visionaria� ribaltare un raggio solare, riflettere la 
luce del sole verso l’universo. Cerco solo di im-
maginare l’esperienza fortissima che devi aver 
vissuto, cos� come le difficolt� tecniche, lo sforzo 
fisico e la lunga preparazione che ha precedu-
to il tuo viaggio. Quanto tempo hai impiegato? 
�a dove sei partito? Chi ti ha assistito durante il 
progetto? �i cosa si compone e per quale motivo 
hai scelto il �olo �ord?
AG: ho lavorato alla preparazione del pro-
getto per circa sei mesi collaborando con un 
gruppo di ingegneri russi che si occupano di 
ricerche sperimentali sulla luce e che hanno 
un laboratorio a �roo�lyn. ho volato da ne� 
�or� a londra e da l� in norvegia, a �slo, per 
poi raggiungere longyearbyen, l’aeroporto 
più a nord d’europa. abbiamo salpato dalle 
isole svalbard e ci siamo diretti verso il polo 
nord. ho viaggiato a bordo di un’imbarca-
zione a vela tecnologicamente attrezzata per 
navigazione estrema, assieme a due scienziati 
e a un equipaggio di �� persone percorrendo 
circa ���� �m. durante l’intero viaggio ho 
raccolto la scarsa energia luminosa prodotta 
dal sole nelle brevi finestre di luce della notte 
artica, tramite due enormi pannelli fotovoltai-
ci posizionati sull’imbarcazione. con la stessa 
energia, stivata da speciali accumulatori, ho 

poi alimentato un potentissimo proiettore in 
grado di produrre un raggio luminoso di oltre 
���.��� ansi-lumen che, puntato verso il cielo 
da uno zodiac militare, è stato utilizzato per 
scaraventare la stessa energia luminosa oltre 
il perimetro del pianeta. sono partito dalla 
considerazione che raggiunto l’ultimo strato 
della ionosfera, una qualsiasi fonte di luce a 
cui venga imposta una direzione è in grado di 
viaggiare per sempre verso le profondità più 
remote dello spazio. tutto il progetto ha a che 
vedere con il superamento di un limite, fisico 
e mentale, e il polo nord era il luogo esatto 
per provare a metterlo in atto. Volevo di fatto 
rendere perpetua la memoria visiva del mio 
viaggio, spingerla lungo una linea retta oltre il 
perimetro estremo del pianeta terra, portarla 
ad astrazione sottraendola al tempo.

LP: Qual � il ruolo della fotografia nel tuo lavo-
ro? �ella tua ricerca essa ricopre senza dubbio 
una funzione importante sebbene i tuoi progetti 
si avvalgono spesso anche di diversi linguaggi� 
audio, installazioni, disegni, testi e collage. Che 
cosa ti affascina ancora della fotografia e in che 
modo credi si unifichino tutti questi linguaggi?
AG: il più grande merito della fotografia è an-
che la sua più grande debolezza: una frazione 
di secondo è sufficiente per fermare un’imma-
gine. a me interessa l’intero flusso del tempo, 
il pensiero e il processo che precede e segue 
quel momento. l’immagine è qualcosa che 
cresce dentro di me, parla con me, dorme con 

me, prima di prendere la sua forma concre-
ta. traccio percorsi, prendo appunti, dormo 
in auto, costruisco trappole e studio strategie 
per avvicinarmi a ciò che cerco. sempre più 
spesso penso che il mio lavoro è molto simile a 
quello di un cacciatore. la fotografia insegna 
a essere vigili e rimanere in attesa. presuppo-
ne premeditazione, pazienza, velocità e deter-
minazione. ma come afferma brillantemente 
gilles deleuze ne L’esausto, per fare un’im-
magine non basta pensare a qualcosa o a qual-
cuno: �ci vuole un’oscura tensione spirituale, 
una intensio seconda o terza, come dicevano 
gli autori medievali, un’evocazione silenziosa 
che sia anche invocazione e perfino convoca-
zione, e revocazione, dato che solleva la cosa o 
la persona alla condizione indeterminata ���. 
l’immagine è un soffio, un fiato, ma spirante, 
in via d’estinzione. l’immagine è quel che si 
spegne, si consuma, è una caduta. è una pura 
intensità che si definisce come tale per la sua 
altezza, cioè per il suo livello sopra lo zero, che 
descrive solo cadendo�.                                     n

Luca �anaro � critico d’arte e curatore. �ive e lavora a Mo-
dena.

�ndrea �alvani � nato nel ���� a �erona. �ive e lavora a 
�e� �or�.
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dersi: che cos’è un paesaggio? dove inizia e 
dove finisce un paesaggio? non c’è un luo-
go specifico che raccoglie il mio interesse. 
quello che cerco è una forma di neutralità 
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Andrea Galvani, The End (Action #1), 201315.
Synchronized multichannel video installation, 16mm film
transferred to HD. Architectural elements and
performance with 7 vocalists at specific times,
dimensions variable. Courtesy the artist and Art in
General, New York. Photo: Charles Benton.
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ANDREA GALVANI The End
by Martha Raoli

ART IN GENERAL, NEW YORK | MAY 16 – JUNE 27, 2015

Andrea Galvani’s seven-channel video installation, The End, occupies the sixth floor gallery of Art in
General. Projected onto walls and vertical plinths, seven synchronized video loops show the sun—rising
from the sea and disappearing into the sky—as a set of glimmering orbs oozing upward like vapor, all wavy
edges and soft pixilation. All seven suns are visible from a single vantage point, rising in unison. Shot with
16mm film and transferred to HD, the videos produce a haze of variegated pinks, oranges, and violets. It’s
gorgeous and, given the subject matter, impressively unsentimental or kitsch.

The piece was commissioned by Art in General, and to produce
it Galvani enlisted cameramen positioned in five different
countries along the east coast of Central America to film
concurrently on the anniversary of Galileo’s death. The press
release explains that “The End is an homage to the heliocentric
model of our solar system championed by Galileo Galilei,” at a
time when geocentricism was incontestable fact. Indeed, this
installation may be read as an immersive peaen to the courage
of one man, but it also suggests that the certainty of all truths is
perpetually shifting between proof and belief.

A kind of fabulist narrativity pervades Galvani’s body of work
which, otherwise speaks in a precise, geometric lexicon.
Perhaps the most concise illustration of how the artist
constructs complex narratives to express the limits of sound and light is A Cube, A Sphere, and a Pyramid 
(2012), in which said forms are introduced to bats, which emit an echo-drawing as they fly around these 
forms, which is then transcribed into an audible track and also presented as a line drawing. Form becomes 
sound and the invisible becomes audible. In The End, the hierarchies of light and sound have been called to 
reckoning, presented as a show that exists in various forms, both as live sonic performance and optical 
experience.



During the opening reception and several times over the course of the exhibition, the installation's 
structural elements become a stage for performers, who sit or stand atop constructed walls and pedestals 
vocalizing sound. When this happens the gallery becomes a chamber of voices, and one’s pulse quickens in 
vascular response; thoughts vanish, as in a state of meditation or prayer. Cathedral voices, pre-lingual 
clucks, spiritual chants—liturgical sounds performed with the first human instrument, the voice. The 
paradox of working with the human voice, as Meredith Monk pointed out, is that it is universal and yet
“each throat is totally unique. There is a universe to explore in each of our voices.”Galvani harnessed the 
combined vocal idiosyncrasies of seven performers, each versed in a unique tradition, each “throat” quoting 
Glass or Puccini in sounds reminiscent of pre-orchestral tuning. Their collective vocal exercises provide 
contrapunto to the videos. While the sunrises unfold at a hyper-real speed, the live voice marks the 
undeniable present.

Positioning the viewer before these various horizons, the installation maintains a rubric of looking as a 
communal simultaneous event. But it is less conversant with virtual technologies of social media than it is 
with the Renaissance notion of plural perspectives. Staged on this highly contrived architectural set is a 
cinematic experience, and it’s within the rhetoric of cinema that we might interpret the show’s title, The 
End, as a cri de cour against the current narrative of the dawn of time, by exclusion of that final frame of a 
film, existing instead as endlessly looped narrative. Despite being launched and closed by live vocal 
performances, this exhibition destabilizes the presumption that artwork begins or ends in a single medium, 
offering instead a model of perpetual motion between light and sound.

CONTRIBUTOR

Martha Raoli
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Andrea Galvani: The Sun, a Gold Nugget and Seven Stairs

The RYDER

9 October - 5 December 2015

Review by Jaime Marie Davis

Andrea Galvani’s solo exhibition ‘The Sun, a Gold Nugget and Seven Stairs’ at The

RYDER appends a set of exhibitions presented at galleries in Perú, Mexico and Art in

General, New York. Often works of fiction, trilogies are historically rooted in

performance - in this case the noted addition to a reconfiguration of ‘The End Trilogy’,

the artist’s previous body of work.

Open to the street, the gallery space allows for distance and perspective while viewing
these particularly associative works. A central, dominant image faces the entrance as a
vertex to the exhibition - ‘Llevando una pepita de oro a la velocidad del sonido #7’
(2015). A large-scale c-print photograph captures the precise moment when a F-18 jet
breaks the sound barrier, rendering sound waves visible through the speed and
pressure of its mechanical force. Movement within the shot and the movement of its
capture is crucial. Galvani took the photograph flying in parallel and the effect is
stunning, though rendered in a muted, seductive palette of cool blues and greys. The
absence of sound in relation to image is notable and prompts imaginative play within
the fairly complex set of relations between works.

A gold-tone MacBook sits atop a concrete plinth to extend the mineral base of the gallery
floor and screens ‘The End (Action #5)’ (2015). The looped video is a transfer of the sun
filmed near its setting point, shot from within the cabin of a jet as it circles the planet.
The visual is similar to that of Galvani’s other orchestrated series of actions
documenting the sunrise in unison from seven different locations on the eastern coast
of Central America. Filmed on the anniversary of Galileo’s death and claimed to be ‘a
homage to the heliocentric model of our solar system’, it is the antithesis of its own
generation given the symbolic end of a scientist’s life. Both films are a denial of
narrative cinematic form, as well as a testament the medium’s capacity to extend time
and movement beyond the space of a singular frame. Modern tendencies to control or
revert to centric modes of behaviour and restricted notions of space are evoked, as
fragmented or itinerant perspectives extend the frame of both projects.

In dialogue with the video on an identical facing plinth, ‘Llevando una pepita de oro a la
velocidad del sonido #0’ (2015), is a Californian 14 karat gold nugget modelled on a
long, thin piece of steel. A light bulb drops from the ceiling to spot the material. And the
significance of the element, we are told, is derived from its source - an exploding
supernova. The descriptive title of the work clues its relation not only to the film, but
also the photograph, and its transfer through movements of sound and time.

TWITTER FACEBOOK



The walls of the exhibition hold three ink on paper drawings, ‘The End #10 #11’, and
‘#15’, that contain studies on various scientific diagrams from Galileo Galilei, to the
Mach Wave Diagram and Ptolemaic Model. Commissioned performances by experts in
their respective fields draw out mathematical visualisations of scientific phenomena
amongst the drawings. Although performative work is key to Galvani’s practice and
extends the complexity of the other works within the exhibition, it borders on becoming
overtly formulaic and perhaps too illustrative of the dynamism between art, philosophy
and science. A set of stairs used within the performance, and in the exhibition title, offer
a nice metaphor to elevation - or perhaps false notions of progress, as they lean to the
wall.

The strength of the exhibition remains in the play of sound, space and time in their
nascent or abated states. Galvani’s continual ability to materialise these ideas is
particularly impressive. Within the permanent exhibition space of a seemingly static
gallery and its given duration, a consideration of objective truths within restricted
frameworks such as time and space gains importance. The invitation might be to
consider them at an axis and along more flexible measurements.

Published on 20 November 2015
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Niels Van Tomme: Last year during a studio visit, we dis-
cussed your project A Cube, a Sphere, and a Pyramid, 2012.
In this complex audio piece, bats were used to scan the
surface of three sculptures that were destroyed after-
wards. What remains is an audio recording of the bats, a
perfect ultrasound scan of the space and a negative
imprint of the now-disappeared sculptures. These record-
ings provide a representation of something that cannot
be seen and experienced anymore; in a way, they have
become signifiers of a referent that no longer exists. Back
then, we talked about the poetic dimension of the impos-
sibility of ever displaying the recordings, but today they
nevertheless exist as an audio-installation, having
become sculptures one can listen to. What made you
decide to show the audio-installation in its current form? 

Andrea Galvani: I started out wanting to create a sculpture
that defied gravity, that didn’t require a pedestal in order
to come into existence. I wanted to give freedom to some-
thing that up to this point in history was connected with
the ground. I wanted it to float.

Every object that exists in the world is constantly sub-
ject to physical change, to wear and tear, to decay and
also to accretion. I wanted to free my sculpture of that
inherent physical property, and to preserve it at a particu-
lar moment in time. 

When we first spoke about this project, the recording
still existed in the dimension of impossibility as you
describe it: It was invisible, intangible, and—because it
was transcribed in ultrasound range—inaudible. When I

decided to translate it to an audible frequency, I opened it
up to experience by the public.

The original sculptures were suspended from the ceil-
ing and surrounded by recording devices. Formally, the
audio-installation echoes that configuration. It places you
in the center of the composition where the original sculp-
tures were, inverting the relationship between object and
observer to visually reinforce the perception of immateri-
ality. You are surrounded by speaker stands that have
been designed to take on a figurative aspect, with the
speakers facing inward at head height. You perceive the
sculpture and you are the sculpture at the same time.

At first, I envisioned the installation to be installed as
a ring structure, but I ultimately decided to create an aisle
of speakers that you can pass through. I wanted to imply
scalability—the suggestion that it could expand to
become an infinite corridor.

NVT: The project merges scientific precision with sculp-
tural imagination, and I was wondering if you could
elaborate on the unique relationship between science
and sculpture, sound and space, and the issue of repre-
sentation, as explored in this work?

AG: I grew up in a scientific environment; my father was 
a surgeon who performed transplants. I think that in my
teenage years I may have inadvertently assimilated a per-
sonal and instinctive relationship with scientific meth-
ods, stemming from the enthusiasm with which I have 
witnessed them. 

A Few Invisible Sculptures: 
The Perception of Immateriality

Andrea Galvani
in Conversation with Niels Van Tomme 

OPPOSITE TOP: Andrea Galvani, A Cube, a Sphere, and a Pyramid #5, 2011, archival pigment print, 27.6 x 39.4 inches framed (courtesy of the artist and Meulensteen);
OPPOSITE BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Andrea Galvani, installation view of A Cube, a Sphere, and a Pyramid, 2012, sound installation (courtesy of the artist and
Meulensteen); Andrea Galvani, A Cube, a Sphere, and a Pyramid #10, 2011–2012, ink on paper, 27.6 x 39.4 inches framed (courtesy of the artist and Meulensteen)
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The field of medicine has yielded some of the most innova-
tive ways of understanding space and scanning internal
structures. Until the beginning of the 1800s, auscultation of
the lungs was made by resting the ear directly on the chest.
René Laennec, a nineteenth-century physician, invented
the stethoscope after observing two children play: one hit-
ting the extremity of a wooden cane, the other resting his
ear on the other end, listening to the transmitted sound.

A Cube, a Sphere, and a Pyramid started out with a simi-
lar observation. I was standing in the dark, feeling my way
around the room to find the light switch when I hit upon a
spot in the wall where I could tell there was a cavity behind
it, just from the way the sound of my hand resonated
inside. It immediately made me think about other possibili-
ties of using sound to measure space.

Ultrasound examination is a technique that makes it
possible to investigate the presence of internal defects
within a component by analyzing the ultrasonic waves
reflected or transmitted by the examined body. Used
mainly for studying metals and steels, as well as for diag-
noses in contemporary medicine, it is one of the most
advanced known methods for scanning surfaces. As new as
it is for humans, however, this technique has been in use
for eons in the natural world, particularly among bats. I
was very attracted to the idea of using natural ultrasound;
the possibility of using a live emitter to scan a space was
fascinating, challenging, and surreal at the same time.

NVT: Do you think it’s possible to fundamentally alter our
experiential modus, and “experience” the original sculp-
tures through sound, or will it always remain more of a
conceptual gesture, only detectable through the theoretical
framework of the piece?

AG: Yes, it is definitely possible; we have an instinctual way
of reading form through sound. I often observe people
standing in the audio-installation with their eyes closed,
transporting themselves back to the dark room where the
track was created. In that relaxed mental state, our ears can
recognize variations in the sound as it bounces off flat
planes, hard edges, and curved surfaces. 

The cube, sphere, and pyramid existed in a conceptual
dimension before they were ever realized. The audio helps
you to experience the objects physically, but also serves as a
vehicle to return to the conceptual dimension.

NVT: The opening piece of the A Few Invisible Sculptures
exhibition is an excerpt of an informal, unexpected conver-
sation between you and a seatmate on a flight to the
Arctic. The man, who is a renowned researcher of electro-
magnetic phenomena, also turns out to be deaf, so the con-
versation took place in writing. At a certain point, the man
explains his conception of sound: “It’s difficult to explain
to you how we perceive what you call sounds. They come
from all around us: At this moment, for instance, I can hear
the plane—I can feel its structure vibrating as it flies.” Such
shifts in perception eerily anticipate much of the concerns
at play in the exhibition. How important is this conversa-
tion and such unexpected interpersonal exchanges for
your work?

AG: In all of my work, there is a tension between highly
premeditated decision-making and unexpected conditions
that can pop up and dramatically alter the direction of a
piece at any time. I try to remain constantly open to those
opportunities.

A few weeks before my exhibition opened, I reread that
unusual text exchange and realized it could function as a
critical introduction to the show. It explores so many topics
that were deeply important to the body of work I was
working on at the time: perception, visual memories,
sound, and space. I really consider the conversation a mira-
cle because it happened by pure chance.

I presented the unedited text on printouts stacked to
form a white column the height of my own body. The
height diminished over time as visitors removed the sheets
of paper. I like the idea that, wherever they might take it to
read, everyone who reads the piece is re-performing it.
Since the conversation took place silently through text, to
read it is to directly reactivate the original experience I had
of it.

NVT: The exhibition deconstructs the notion of sculpture
while doing away with one of its main characteristics: vol-
ume. Although the audio piece and its accompanying
drawings also play a significant part, the show is mostly
photography based. In which way does this medium allow
you to explore sculpture and the absence of volume? 

AG: In some ways, whenever we are confronted with a
three-dimensional object we are faced with a conundrum.

OPPOSITE TOP TO BOTTOM: Andrea Galvani, Higgs Ocean #16, 2011, collage, 40.9 x 58.3 inches framed (courtesy of the artist and Meulensteen);
Andrea Galvani, A Few Invisible Sculptures #9, 2011–2012, c-print on aluminum dibond, 49.2 x 65 inches (courtesy of the artist and Meulensteen)
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We can touch it and watch it for hours, but we are always
missing something essential. The overall dimensions of a
sculpture, its weight, and our experiences of sight and
touch allow us to make inferences at a gut level, but the
interior volume and the material that it consists of are ele-
ments encrypted behind the surface, behind the very form
that represents the object. In the photo sequence from the
exhibition, geometric sculptures were constructed and
then used to perform actions. In these works, the vol-
ume—the central element of the project—produces reac-
tions sometimes clearly detectable and sometimes
absolutely not. The idea is to point out this impossibility,
to face one missing element that in some cases continues
to elude us.

NVT: You decidedly cross boundaries, not only artistic
realms but also ones related to more scientific and
research-based methodologies. In a sense, your work is
truly extradisciplinary in the way Brian Holmes discusses
current artistic practices, as being outside the hierarchies
of disciplines, moving through them “transversally, gain-
ing style, content, competence and discursive force along
the way.”1 How did you come to establish such a multilay-
ered practice? 

AG: I think the concept of extradisciplinarity already
belongs to all creative ideas in their beginning stages. If I
were to describe it visually, I would say that the process
that allows an idea to take its final form looks like the
process by which magma and volcanic ash eventually get
deposited at their final resting spot after a volcano erupts.
An initial explosion occurs, shooting the material up into
the air. It cools as it descends, but often this same material
is then reactivated, dissolved, transported downstream by
another lava flow.

The development of a research project, whatever its
nature, needs to be open to possibilities and should be
shaped according to whatever mechanisms are best
suited. I use tools from different disciplines that allow me
to execute the idea, while also leaving room for it to evolve
in other directions. In other words, I think a “multilayered
practice” is embedded within the origin of the idea.

NVT: Right. For Holmes, extradisciplinary critique is the
process in which “affectively charged ideas—or concep-

tual arts—become essential to social change.”2 I don’t
think your work is socially or politically engaged per se,
but there is an interesting gesture that somehow relates
to your practice, one which Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev,
the current artistic director of Documenta, is also hinting
at: the idea that alliances between artists, scientists, writ-
ers, and so on, could affect “a state of the propositional
together.”3 How does the emergence of new alliances in
your work advance the potential of the arts beyond
merely being formal exploration?

AG: Since the beginning of my career, I have collaborated
with scientists, engineers, industrial technicians, and
musicians to execute my ideas. Their technical expertise
and informed perspectives shape the work in ways that
can be really exciting; in this way collaboration serves as a
generative force.

A few months ago I started an interesting collaborative
curatorial project with the artist Tim Hyde. It was born out
of years of friendship and a profound respect and under-
standing, which also relates to this concept of unification.
Our project, The Skull Sessions, is a series of conversations
we are conducting with other artists, architects, scientists,
and writers.4 Published in magazine format, every action,
dialogue, or journey will be remixed and translated into
physical form. Each issue will be an opportunity to treat a
conversation as a living form. 

Niels Van Tomme is a New York-based curator, researcher, 
and critic. He is a Contributing Editor of ART PAPERS and
publishes internationally in journals, magazines, and 
exhibition catalogues.

Notes
1. Brian Holmes, “The Affectivist Manifesto: Artistic Critique in the 

21st Century,” in Escape the Overcode: Activist Art in the Control 
Society (Eindhoven: Van Abbemuseum, 2009), p. 14.

2 Ibid, p. 15.
3. Elizabeth Schambelan, “Common Cause: Elizabeth Schambelan 

talks with Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev about Documenta 13,” 
Artforum, May 2012.

4. www.theskullsessions.com.

INSIDE FRONT COVER + OPPOSITE TOP: Andrea Galvani, A Few Invisible Sculptures #5, 2012, c-print on aluminum dibond, 44.9 x 59.4 inches framed
(courtesy of the artist and Meulensteen); OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Andrea Galvani, A Few Invisible Sculptures #1, 2012, c-print on aluminum dibond, 57 x 76.8
inches framed (courtesy of the artist and Meulensteen)
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AndreA GAlvAni’s invisible sculptures
posted by Jessie wender

I was first introduced to Andrea Galvani’s work through the Aperture exhibit “four works,” curated by Nora Lawrence, and was captivated by his surreal and 
beautiful images and his innovative approach to photography. Here’s a selection of his current work, on view as part of his first solo show at Meulensteen 
through April 21st, followed by a Q. & A.

the title of your current exhibit is “A Few invisible sculptures,” yet there are few actual sculptural pieces exhibited in the gallery. Where does 
the title come from?

It’s an attempt to call conventional definitions of sculpture into question. Most of the works in the show document performances and actions, and many of 
those actually did start with discrete sculptural objects. In “A sphere, a cube, and a pyramid,” for example, I started with three large suspended sculptures. 
An audio track documents the echolocation of a group of bats maneuvering among the sculptures and inadvertently describing the shape of the negative 

space around them. the original objects were subsequently 
destroyed, but you can experience them through the sound 
installation in the gallery, which plays back the sonar scan 
from the animals, but at an audible frequency.

Your work takes many forms: sculpture, drawings, 
text, collage and photography. What do you see as the 
unifying thread?

the unifying concept is always an idea that grows with me, 
speaks with me, sleeps with me, before taking its concrete 
form. Video and photography are certainly the media that 
I use most frequently, together with drawing and sound 
installations. Each project is different, as are the problems 
I have to deal with in order to realize them, which also 
depend on the medium I’m using, the situation I’m working 
in, and the place where the work gets exhibited.

What is the role of photography in your work?

the greatest merit of photography is also its greatest 
weakness: a fraction of a second is enough to capture an 
image. the trouble is that it will be completely faithful to the 
moment to which it belongs and then it’s quite possible that 
people will be looking at it for dozens or even hundreds of 
years.

Very often I think my work is much more like that of a hunter. 
I wait, map out routes, take notes, sleep in my car or in a 
tent for weeks, set traps, work out how to get close to my 
prey and then, maybe, I shoot. photography has taught me 
to always be vigilant while waiting. for me, it presupposes 
premeditation, patience, speed, and intuition.

How do you determine which is the most appropriate 
photograph to represent a work, and why limit it to one 
image?

the appropriate photograph is the one that is able to 
reactivate the entire process that I went through to make 
the project.

All images courtesy the artist and Meulensteen, NY.
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AndreA GAlvAni’s invisible sculptures
the Italian artist explores the meaning of experience in his New York Meulensteen Gallery show

using ephemeral elements like sound, scent, and conversation - in addition to rather more tangible drawings and photographs - as his 
tools, Italian artist and Andrea Galvani challenges traditional notions of sculpture. New York’s Meulensteen gallery is the host to Galvani’s 
first solo exhibition Andrea Galvani: A few Invisible sculptures, which features photographs from a recent trip to the North pole where 
he used scent to deliberately attract the attention of wild polar bears. Another work features recordings of the echolocation of a group of 
bats around three suspended sculptures created by Galvani. the only record of these structures’ existence is the recording of the bats’ 
sonar - something that is completely alien to a human being’s perception of space. thus they are essentially ‘invisible’. we asked him a 
few questions about the show. 

What is the significance of the title ‘A Few invisible sculptures’?

the exhibition at Meulensteen in New York is an attempt to call accepted definitions of sculpture into question, to ask what we are talking 
about when we talk about sculpture and perhaps extend those boundaries. the works in the show deal with phenomenology, with a sort 
of architecture of the invisible. A few Invisible sculptures #1, the large photograph installed on the floating wall at the beginning of the 
show, captures a performance I staged in one of the oldest clay pits known in Europe. Now abandoned as an open museum, the clay 
pits supplied materials for terracotta artefacts and sculptures for over four centuries of human development. for my intervention in this 
historically loaded landscape, I constructed a geometric steel sculpture and used it to replace the fuel tank on a motocross bike. the 
volume of fuel was translated into discrete action by instructing a rider to drive the bike in a continuous loop until all of the fuel was spent.
the resulting sculpture takes the form of an excavation, translating the volume of fuel into a displaced volume of clay.

What role does sound play in this exhibition?

In A sphere, a cube, and a pyramid, an audio track documents the echolocation of a group of bats flying around three suspended 
sculptures that I created and later destroyed. the recording provides a sonar scan of the negative space around the objects, which is 
then played back at an audible frequency in an immersive installation of 10 standing speakers. there is a text piece in the show that also 
describes a transcript of a conversation I had with a deaf and dumb researcher I met on my flight to the North pole.

What have you been working on at the north pole?

I’ve been there three times since 2009. During the first trip I developed the Higgs Ocean project for the fourth Moscow biennial 
(2011). the project documents a series of actions staged off the coast of the svalbard Islands in the Arctic circle. Over the course 
of a 2,800 km sail, I used two photovoltaic panels to collect and store the natural energy of the limited daily sunlight. I used the 
accumulated energy to power a flashlight capable of projecting a beam of light through the Earth’s atmosphere - within a few 
minutes, the luminescent memory of my journey had been returned to the universe.

And what did you do on your most recent trip?

the most recent trip was sort of a crazy project. Over the course of six months I prepared for it with a team of scientists. I wanted to use smell 
to attract polar bears. In the beginning I didn’t know if it was going to be possible, but we were successful in the end. In the North pole, bears 
are really aggressive. You’re not supposed to go on land without a professional hunter. when I realised that polar bears were everywhere, 
but that it wasn’t possible to get close to them, I started to think about a way to capture an image from an impossible perspective. the 
resulting photographs are in the gallery now. Andrea Galvani: A few Invisible sculptures is at Meulensteen until April 21.
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